
 

 

CERTIFICATE OF PLEDGE 

I, ____________________________________________ of ID No ________________________ being 

desirous to stand during the forthcoming General Election as ________________________________ in   

_________________________County on a WIPER DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT ticket for which  I 

have applied, do hereby pledge my total loyalty and commitment to my country Kenya, my Political party 

THE WIPER DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT and its leadership and pledge my moral, material and other 

support to ensure the success of its plans and programmes. I affirm my total commitment and loyalty to 

the constitution and uphold the constitution and the laws of the land.   

I further commit myself at all times to the authority of the Party by obeying, complying and supporting 

fully its constitution, regulations, policies, ideals as they may be laid down by its rightful leadership from 

time to time. I shall take all reasonable steps to protect members of the National Elections Board and 

other election officers in their course of duty. I shall also take necessary and reasonable steps to instill 

discipline of my agents and supporters.   

I further swear and affirm that once I am nominated as a WIPER DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT 

candidate, I will not seek any other party’s nomination. In the event that my application is unsuccessful, 

I affirm that I shall support the Party’s nominated candidate fully. In addition, in the event that my 

application and election are successful, I hereby undertake to contribute to the Party’s funds such monthly 

contributions as may be set upon after my election as ______________________________    

This declaration is made voluntarily and with no coercion from WIPER DEMOCRATIC MOVEMNT, 

its agents and or authorized representatives, or any third party. It supersedes any previous pledges and/or 

agreements made either verbally, or in writing, by myself prior to signing of this document. I further 

affirm that I have made this declaration being of reasonable and sound mind and capability and being in 

full control of my mental faculties.   

   

DATED THIS ________DAY OF______________2022 

Signed by:   

Name of applicant ________________________________________________   

   

Signature _________________________________________________________   

In the presence of      

COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS/MAGISTRATE   

Wiper Democratic Movement Certificate of Pledge   


